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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a joint indexing-coding approach applied

to global camera motion detection in the scalable H.264/SVC

compressed domain. Our goal is to facilitate and to improve

indexing in the MPEG compressed domain, if necessary by

modifying the original coded stream, without losing compat-

ibility with the standard. In frames with very noisy motion

vector fields, we use the global motion information obtained

by analyzing the raw video to modify the vectors of chosen

macroblocks. This results in slightly decreased coding effi-

ciency, but improved and more reliable indexing results in the

compressed domain.

Index Terms— Global Motion Estimation, H.264/SVC,

Compressed Domain, Indexing, Scalability

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The growing amount of available video content necessitates

efficient and reliable indexing techniques. Since most video

content is stored in compressed form, it is desirable to per-

form indexing tasks directly in the compressed domain, so no

decoding is necessary and fast processing is possible.

The steadily increasing availability of High-Definition

(HD) video content with resolutions of up to 1920x1080 is

pushing the deployment of the more complex and efficient

MPEG-4/AVC (H.264) standard. The heterogeneity of avail-

able end-user terminals used to watch videos, ranging from

high-end TV sets to small portable devices with low compu-

tational power and limited bandwidth connections, led to the

introduction of scalable video coding. Various scalable video

codecs have been presented in the literature (e.g., [5], [7]).

In this article, we present a robust estimation technique

for global motion estimation (GME) of HD videos encoded

with H.264 / Scalable Video Coding (SVC), the scalable ex-

tension of H.264/AVC [7]. The estimation is based on the

motion vectors (MVs) of the macroblocks (MBs) of the SVC
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base layer. Since the MV fields found in the stream are op-

timized in terms of coding efficiency, they do not necessar-

ily represent the real motion present in the scene, resulting

in inaccurate global motion estimates for certain parts of the

video. Numerous indexing tasks rely on accurate global mo-

tion estimates, among them the construction of mosaics, cam-

era motion characterization and moving object detection. To

overcome the problem of inaccurate estimates, we propose

a method to optimize the motion vector field with respect

to indexing tasks. The resulting loss in coding efficiency is

weighted against the gain regarding indexing tasks.

A lot of work concerning video indexing in the MPEG-

1/2 compressed domain can be found in the literature. Most

of the presented methods concerning GME are based on the

analysis of MVs of forward predicted P-frames in the MPEG-

2 compressed domain ([1], [2], [3], [9]), with MBs of unit

size, mainly dealing with video content of standard definition

(SD) or smaller.

Wang et al [9], Bouthemy et al [1] and Durik et al [2]

use similar motion estimation and outlier rejection algorithms

with some form of weighted least squares estimation applied

to the MVs. Hesseler et al [3] apply two-dimensional MV

histograms and the AC-coefficients for outlier detection.

The existing methods do not incorporate scalable video

streams, exact frame wise GME, HD video, varying MB sizes

and bi-predicted B-frame MVs, which are present in H.264/-

SVC or AVC streams due to flexible MB partitioning and hier-

archical picture prediction (see [7]). Furthermore, the global

motion estimate may be inaccurate or wrong due to noisy

MVs and MVs not representing the real motion.

The suite of this article is organized as follows: In sec-

tion 2 we briefly present some properties of the upcoming

standard H.264/SVC. Section 3 explains the GME method

working with the original streams, Section 4 shows how the

original MV fields are corrected and results and perspectives

are provided in Section 5.



2. H.264/SVC

We coded the original, raw YUV test sequences with the ref-

erence implementation of H.264/SVC, version 9.8 (JSVM 9.8,

available at [8]), with three spatial layers and an AVC-compa-

tible base layer. The Group of Picture (GOP) size and the

intra period were set to 8. For predicted pictures, the maxi-

mum number of reference frames was limited to 2 for the sake

of simplicity. Each GOP is made up by one intra-coded key

frame, which contains no motion information, and (GOP_Size

-1) predicted frames, illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical picture prediction. First number on top

is display order, the number in brackets the coding order.

Dashed arrows denote LIST_0 prediction, solid lines stand

for LIST_1 prediction

For each macroblock of a bi-predicted B-frame, multiple

MVs may be encoded in the stream, organized in two lists,

LIST_0 and LIST_1. LIST_0 MVs reference previous frames

in display order, whereas LIST_1 MVs are pointing from fu-

ture frames to the current one. Different to previous standards

like MPEG-1/2, 16x16 MBs may be divided into smaller sub-

MB partitions. Six different sub-partition sizes are possible,

ranging from 16x16 down to 4x4 pixels. A SVC stream usu-

ally contains several spatial layers. To assure downward com-

patibility, the base layer may be coded in AVC mode, i.e., any

decoder conforming to the H.264/AVC standard is able to de-

code the video in base layer resolution. All higher spatial

layers employ independent motion-prediction structures that

incorporate inter-layer prediction between the different lay-

ers. The reader is referred to [7] for a more detailed overview

of H.264/SVC.

The test sequences have Full-HD resolution (1920x1080)

and were shot in the 1080p mode at a frame rate of 25 fps.

Since the current version of the JSVM needs the dimensions

of all spatial layers to be a multiple of 16, we resized the high-

est layer to 1920x1088, so the lower layers at half resolutions

have the dimensions 960x544 and 480x272, respectively.

3. GLOBAL MOTION ESTIMATION ON ORIGINAL

STREAMS

The processing of high definition video streams is computa-

tionally very expensive. The figures 8 (a) and 9 (a)-(c) show

that we do not need to process the video at Full HD resolution

to obtain reliable global motion estimation (GME) results.

The plots show the estimation results of the raw test sequence

camMotion (see also Section 5) at different resolutions, from

full HD down to 60x34 pixels. The estimation, most notably

concerning the variables zoom and rotation, remain stable un-

til a resolution of 120x68 pixels. To save computing time,

we take advantage of the spatial scalability of the compressed

stream and extract only the AVC base layer with an original

resolution of 480x272. No stream decoding is necessary for

this step, higher layer packets are just discarded. To obtain

the MV values of the base layer MBs, the entropy coding has

to be reversed.

For each B-frame MB, depending on the prediction mode

(LIST_0, LIST_1, direct or bi-prediction), we get a MV from

LIST_0 and one from LIST_1. The choice between LIST_0

or LIST_1 MVs as active estimation support has shown to

be arbitrary. Further on, only LIST_1 MVs are processed,

scaled by the distance to its reference picture. The limitation

to only one list delivered better results than an averaging of

both MVs (with those from LIST_0 mirrored), because aver-

aging smoothens abrupt changes in motion that occur within

a GOP.

To obtain an estimate for intra-coded frames without MVs,

we take the mirrored LIST_0 vectors from the subsequent B-

frame in display order as an estimation basis. Figure 2 shows

an example of the macroblock partitions of different sizes and

the sparse motion vector field at a moment with camera pan-

ning.

Fig. 2. Example of noisy MVs and MB partitions at a camera

pan. MBs in SKIP mode are not drawn. Image was magnified

and cropped for better visibility (Sequence redDress, thank-

fully provided by Pierre Lasserre).

The applied global motion estimation algorithm is based

on the work of [1] and [2]. It consists of the following steps:

1) Least-squares (LS) estimation of the 6-parameter affine

model, 2) Outlier rejection, 3) Iterative re-weighted LS es-

timation and 4) Camera motion characterization.

Usually not all MVs in the stream represent the global

camera motion. Outliers appear due to moving objects in the

scene and due to falsely detected motion during the encod-



ing process. Small MB partitions are more likely to represent

moving objects or object borders, so we only consider MBs

with each dimension being greater than 4. After an initial LS

estimation, outliers are excluded from the estimation support,

if their magnitude is larger than the standard deviation (max.

rejection of 50 percent of all MVs).

The remaining MVs (dx, dy)T are fitted to the 2-D 6-

parameter affine model, given by

dx = a1 + a2(x − x0) + a3(y − y0)
dy = a4 + a5(x − x0) + a6(y − y0),

(1)

where (x0, y0)
T denotes the reference point in the image (e.g.,

the image center) and (x, y)T the center of the MB. We then

obtain the motion parameters by an iterative re-weighted least

squares estimation, given by

φ̂ = (HT WH)−1HT WZ, (2)

where φ̂ is a vector containing the estimated motion parame-

ters (a1, . . . , a6)
T , H is the observation matrix containing the

MB centers, Z is a column vector with the extracted motion

vectors and W a diagonal matrix containing the weights. In

the first iteration, all weights are set equal to 1, resulting in

the standard LS solution.

After the first iteration, the weights wi for each MV are

obtained by the following Gaussian function:

wi =
ρ2

√
π

e(−
r2

i
ρ

), (3)

where ρ was set to the standard deviation σ (or to 1, if σ <
1) and ri denotes the estimation residual after the last iter-

ation. To obtain a more intuitive understanding of the mo-

tion parameters a1 . . . a6, they are finally transformed into

another basis of elementary camera motion descriptors θ =
(pan, tilt, zoom, rot), with [1]

pan = a1, tilt = a4,
zoom = γ · (a2 + a6), rot = γ · (a5 − a3),

(4)

with γ =
√

height2 + width2/4 being a resolution depen-

dent scaling factor, to project the zoom and rot value in the

same dimension as pan and tilt, since they represent ratios

and not pixel values like the two translational motion param-

eters. Detected motion that lasts no longer than 3 frames

is regarded as noise or jitter motion. The proposed com-

pressed domain GME algorithm works about 10 times faster

on HD streams as a GME solution working on uncompressed

videos, like Motion2D [6], which is based on a robust multi-

resolution scheme where an error functional is minimized us-

ing an iterative re-weighted LS method.

Although we achieve to detect the significant and dom-

inant global motion with the described algorithm (see Sec-

tion 5), some missed and some false detections occur. Under

certain circumstances, the majority of MVs does not represent

the global motion or is very noisy due to moving objects or

great, low-textured areas [3]. Since we aim to provide precise

and reliable motion information, we propose a correction of

the motion vector fields to overcome this problem. We use a

modified version of the JSVM encoder.

4. MOTION VECTOR CORRECTION

Our idea is to provide scalable SVC streams that are still

nearly as efficiently coded as the original ones, but with MV

fields optimized for precise indexing tasks, while retaining

conformity to the standard. Figure 3 shows an overview of

the experimental setup.
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Fig. 3. Correction schema

The reference GME was performed with Motion2D [6],

which analyzes the uncompressed original or the decoded se-

quence at base layer resolution. Output of this step are the

motion parameters θref .

θref and θorg (obtained like described in Section 3) are

input to the correction module, which also reads the origi-

nal compressed stream. If the summed, element wise mean

squared error (MSE) between θref and θorg is below a thresh-

old λMSE , the original stream remains untouched. λMSE

controls the number of frames to be corrected.

If it exceeds the threshold, a subset of all LIST_1 MVs

of LIST_1- or bi-predicted MBs (no MBs smaller than 8x8)

are corrected according to the reference GME, if their angle

and/or magnitude differs from the reference values more than

a second threshold, λdiff , and if they are considered as back-

ground MBs. λdiff determines the number of changed MBs

per corrected frame.

The distinction between background and foreground MBs

is made by the GME module, which marks the outliers dur-

ing the estimation process. The obtained outlier masks are

buffered for the current GOP and spatiotemporally filtered

along the motion trajectories of the MBs. This filtering pro-

cess consists of morphological operations, median- and low-

pass filtering and is followed by a thresholding of the filtered

mask values. This filters out noisy motion vectors in back-

ground areas, so the probability that the resulting mask covers

only objects in motion is increased. An example of a raw out-

lier mask and its spatiotemporally filtered version is given in

Figure 4. In order to limit the impact on the coding efficiency,

all MBs in DIRECT or SKIP mode are passed through and are

not modified.

The new values for the corrected MVs are constructed



Fig. 4. Raw and filtered outlier masks of frame 134 of the

sequence redDress.

from the motion parameters θref . In situations of pure pan-

ning or tilting, the new MV (dxnew, dynew)T is simply (pan,
tilt)T . For zooming and rotation, the new MV is taken from

the respectively reconstructed, ideal MV field for zoom or ro-

tation at the appropriate MB position, given by Equations 5

(based on [4]):

αzoom(xi, yj) = arctan(
sgn(zoomref )(−yj+y0)

xi−x0

),

lzoom(xi, yj) = c · zoomref ·
√

(yj − y0)2 + (xi − x0)2,

αrot(xi, yj) = arctan(
(−yj+y0)

xi−x0

) − sgn(rotref ) ∗ π/2,

lrot(xi, yj) = c · rotref ·
√

(yj − y0)2 + (xi − x0)2,
(5)

with angle α, vector length l, image center (x0, y0)
T , MB

center (xi, yi)
T , sgn(x) being the signum funtion and the

constant factor c = 0.14, which was estimated from extracted

motion vector fields at moments of pure zooming.

If the MV of a MB is changed, the prediction residual has

also to be changed in the SVC stream. The new residual is

usually greater than the original, so the coding efficiency is

decreased. The mentioned thresholds have to be chosen so

that a minimal decrease in efficiency leads to indexing gains,

which depends on the targeted application. Here, we consider

the detection of the presence of camera movement. Besides

the loss in efficiency, the second disadvantage of the approach

is the increased complexity at the encoder side. After the cor-

rection, the same GME algorithm as described in Section 3 is

applied on the modified stream to obtain GME results.

5. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our GME method

working on the corrected streams in comparison to those ob-

tained by the original streams and to those obtained by Mo-

tion2D [6]. We show the results for two Full HD test se-

quences, redDress (25 sec.) and camMotion (39 sec.), which

are part of the HD video corpus of the LaBRI and contain nei-

ther cuts nor transitions. Exemplary screenshots are given in

Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the GME results for the sequence red-

Dress, obtained by (a) analyzing the raw video at full resolu-

tion (1920x1088) with Motion2D, and (b) analyzing the base

layer of the original SVC stream. For this sequence, the pro-

posed GME algorithm performs very well, so no correction

Fig. 5. Frames 1 and 900 of the test sequence camMotion.

Problematic are areas like the homogeneous, low-textured

wall.

of the MV fields was necessary. For better comparability, the

curves in (a) have been scaled down by factor 4, which cor-

responds to the decrease in resolution between the base layer

and the full resolution. The results also reconfirm the scala-

bility of the low-level descriptor global motion. This circum-

stance allows to extract and analyze only lower video layers,

which speeds up the processing time, most notably when an-

alyzing high definition sequences. For the regarded clips, the

processing time was reduced by a factor of 10 when working

at the four times smaller base layer resolution.

The results for the sequence camMotion are depicted in

Figure 8. Here, the detection results obtained with the original

SVC stream are degraded, mainly due to the presence of large,

flat zones in the image, resulting in very noisy and arbitrary

MV fields for certain frames. To enhance indexing results,

the MVs of these frames have been corrected. The threshold

λdiff was fixed to 10◦ and λMSE was varied between (A) 2
and (B) 1. For λMSE = 2, this caused the modification of

5 percent of all frames (48 frames), and per modified frame

an average number of 46 MBs, representing on average 30

percent of the estimation support and affecting about 23 per-

cent of all pixels. For λMSE = 1, the motion vector fields of

9 percent of all frames had been corrected. The average lu-

minance PSNR of both decoded, corrected sequences stayed

nearly the same (-0.2 dB), at an increase in bit rate of 0.7 per-

cent for λMSE = 2 and of 1.1 percent for λMSE = 1.

Figure 7 shows the qualitative global motion detection re-

sults of all three approaches. The detection threshold λdet for

significant global motion was empirically determined and set

to ±0.7 for all 3 approaches. λdet is also resolution depen-

dent and has to be multiplied by the dimension scaling factor

for sequences smaller or larger in size. The recall, i.e., the

percentage of all frames that really contain camera movement

and that were found and correctly classified by the system

could be improved by 6 percent. More notably, the proposed

correction mechanism reduced the number of false detections,

i.e., improved the precision by 11 percent. Values for preci-

sion and recall are summarized in Table 1, considering the

camera motion classification for each frame.

The obtained results nearly reach the performance of Mo-

tion2D. In particular, the indexing results of frames with large,

low-textured areas could be improved, which are considered
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Fig. 6. Motion Analysis of sequence redDress with (a) Mo-

tion2D [6] of raw video at base layer resolution, (b) of the

original SVC stream.

as the most problematic ones [3], [4].

The proposed indexing enhanced system can be included

directly in the source encoder, where the module delivering

the reference indexing information may be replaced by any

indexing method working on uncompressed videos. Further

ideas include the pre-segmentation of the source video in or-

der to influence the choice of the MB partition sizes on object

borders to facilitate and improve moving object detection and

fast compressed domain segmentation.

6. SUMMARY

We presented an approach to efficiently determine the frame

wise global motion of HD videos in the scalable H.264/SVC

compressed domain. Furthermore, we proposed the correc-

tion of the motion vector fields of the compressed stream, if

global motion estimation fails due to noisy vector fields. The

correction leads to accurate detection results, at only slightly

frame

0         200         400         600         800        1000

Motion2D

pan pan pantilt tilt zoom zoomzoom

corrected SVC (A)

orginal SVC

corrected SVC (B)

Fig. 7. Detection results for fixed λdet = ±0.7 and λdiff =
10◦. (A) λMSE = 2 (B) λMSE = 1. The dotted lines depict

the limits of the manually determined ground truth. Sequence

camMotion

Orig. Corr. (A) Corr. (B) Motion2D

Recall 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.98

Precision 0.83 0.92 0.94 0.97

Table 1. Results for recall and precision at λdet = ±0.7.

Sequence camMotion.

decreased coding efficiency.
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Fig. 8. Motion Analysis with (a) Motion2D [6] of raw video

at base layer resolution, (b) of the corrected SVC stream with

λdiff = 10◦, λMSE = 1 and (c) of the original SVC stream.
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Fig. 9. Motion Analysis at different resolutions.


